
Take your service where
your customers are.



Topbox is a leading manufacturer of 
mobile sales units, serving clients worldwide.

The Topbox service agreement is a Finnish innovation
that allows our users to improve the profitability of their

business by increasing sales and reducing costs.



TOPBOX WORLDWIDE

Already over 300 companies in Europe have chosen

Topbox’s service agreement to improve the profitability of 

their business. Almost without exception, our satisfied clients

extend their contracts after the initial period.

Topbox is a growth company backed by several Finnish

investment companies. Topbox is a growing company that is 

constantly expanding its services: this year in Europe, Russia, 

the Middle East and South America.



Start selling efficiently with no initial investment.

A Topbox service contract includes a ready-to-use unit

that has been designed according to your requirements.

With a single, clear contract, you will get a 36-month warranty, 

installation and training, service and maintenance, and customer

service, including storage and logistics costs for the unit.

THE TOPBOX-CONCEPT
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WHY CHOOSE 
TOPBOX?
We have acquired Topbox because it 
allows us to achieve the most productive
customer flows with lower costs.

Topbox uses the latest advancements in 
technology, robotics and automation.  With
Topbox, our service is fast, business is 
efficient and customer satisfaction is high.



CONSISTENT AND
SCALABLE COMPONENT
PRODUCTION

All products are manufactured and tested according to 

strict Topbox quality criteria. A high level of finish and 

uniformity is achieved through advanced component

production.  This means that scaling up the production to 

hundreds of units does not impact quality.



THE TOPBOX RANGE

With a Topbox unit, you can always get to where your

customers are: inside or outside, on the street, at an event or in a shopping centre. 

With a ceiling solution that can be raised and lowered quickly, you will be ready to 

start selling in just a few minutes. Your Topbox unit is always tailored to your needs. 

We will implement your solution, optimising its productivity.
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TOPBOX QUALITY 
AND SAFETY

The units have been tested in Finland's extreme conditions

to ensure that the workplace always safe. The Topboxes

comply with EU directives (including the Machinery

Directives) and are CE marked.

Our product development is guided by occupational safety

and ergonomics, as well as regulatory requirements.

Intellectual Rights (IPR) 
Patent pending (Patent pending) 
Utility model protected (Utility Model)
(EU, A Registered Community Design)



Don’t miss out on the customer flows! Millions of people

pass through shopping centres every year and are best

reached in the right locations.

Topbox is an efficient solution that allows you to take

advantage of the best sales outlets.  Your investment is not

tied to a fixed location, as the sales unit can be moved to 

another location overnight if necessary.

Showcase 1

A SALES UNIT
IN THE MIDDLE OF 
A SHOPPING CENTRE



An unmanned takeaway point for peak customer traffic areas in 

an office building or a shopping centre. A basic range can

serve hurrying customers quickly and efficiently. Real-time sales

monitoring, real-time replenishment according to demand.

Micromarket Model S: rent from approx. € 650 per month with

a service agreement that includes the unit with all equipment

and servicing.

Showcase 2

FOR A CAFÉ:
UNMANNED TAKEAWAY POINT



Take the service directly to the terrace! Handle

customer flows faster and more efficiently. A high-quality

and attractive point of sale attracts more customers.

Hire the easy-to-move Topbox 23 with a service

contract.  Boost your sales by replacing your old bar

with a fully equipped, safe and secure Topbox.

Rent from € 500/mth.

Showcase 3

MAKING A TERRACE 
MORE PRODUCTIVE



Our clients have quadrupled the sales of their

products at events and on terraces.

What the consumer sees is what the consumer wants. 

We work with a number of partners who integrate the visual

identity of their products into the point of sale.  

Striking visuals combined with a quality product

and service have even multiplied sales.

Showcase 4

BRANDED UNIT
SELL MORE



Thank you!
sales@topboxunit.com | +358 10 517 5410
Hämeentie 11 A  |  00530 Helsinki FINLAND
www.topboxunit.com

TOPBOX SHOWROOM
Mall of Tripla, Fredikanterassi 1, 00520 Helsinki


